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ABSTRACT
In this paper we aim to understand the types of applications for which
cloud computing is economically tenable, i.e., for which the cost sav-
ings associated with cloud placement outweigh any associated de-
ployment costs.

We discover two scenarios. In an (i) “unified client” scenario, once
cloud-hosted, applications are meant to be accessible onlyto a single
cloud customer (or small set of associates). It then becomesimpor-
tant to ensure that the cost savings (mainly computation-related) can
offset the often significant client-cloud distance (network costs etc).
In a (ii) “multi-client” setting on the other hand, outsourced applica-
tions serve numerous different thir-parties. We show that then clouds
begin to act similarly in nature to content-distribution networks – by
comparison, their betternetwork integrationis simply too good to
pass on, when compared to locally hosting the applications (and in-
curring associated network costs).

Ultimately, we hope this work will constitue a first step in anob-
jective evaluation of the technological side of costs of outsourcing
and computing in general.

1. Introduction
As computing becomes embedded in the very fabric of our soci-

ety, the exponential growth and advances in cheap, high-speed com-
munication infrastructures allow for unprecedented levels of global
information exchange and interaction. As a result, new market forces
emerge that propel toward a fundamental, cost-efficient paradigm
shift in the way computing is deployed and delivered: computing
outsourcing.

Computing outsourcing promises to minimize client-side manage-
ment overheads and benefit from a service provider’s global expertise
consolidation and bulk pricing. More recently, first storage and then
computation outsourcing has been commoditized through theemer-
gence of globally-sized enterprises such as Google, Yahoo,Ama-
zon, and Sun which started offering increasingly complex storage and
computation outsourcing “cloud” services. CPU cycles havebecome
consumer merchandise.

Current clouds seem to be extremely well suited and cost-effective
for personal and small enterprise clients that increasingly outsource
data-driven web-based retail and end-user interfaces and minimize
their in-house computing management footprints. Yet, despite the
associated buzz, clouds have been somewhat less successfulin at-
tracting medium to large size corporations. Cloud migration faces an
array of technological (cybersecurity, scalability, transparency etc.),
regulatory (shift of liability, compliance), social (novel cloud-supported
interaction paradigms) and economical (cost of migration,computing
as a utility) challenges that lie on the path of successful large-scale
adoption.

So far, the end-to-end viability of cloud computing has mostly not
been explored. Is a remotely hosted computing cycle in a large data
center indeed cheaper than performing it locallywhen considering

the end-to-end bottom-line? It seems the markets have spoken and
the increasing number of service providers can be viewed as testi-
mony that this indeed is the case. Yet by what margins? And what
are the features of suitable applications for cloud deployment? As
the migration from in-house data centers to the clouds is non-trivial
and fraught with potentially large costs, asking these questions is es-
sential.

Moreover a certain skepticism regarding large-scale commercial
deployment can be increasingly heard. For example, just recently,
Whitfield Diffie, one of the fathers of modern cyber-security, when
asked about the prospects of achieving cloud computing security against
malicious insiders said: “The whole point of cloud computing is
economy: [yet, regarding security for example,] current techniques
would more than undo the economy gained by the outsourcing and
show little sign of becoming practical” [26]. This is particularly wor-
risome, since security is one of the main challenges of achieving suc-
cessful cloud infrastructures.

To understand the viability of clouds, here we provide a costmodel
for computing in different environments and derive the dollar cost of
primitives such as CPU cycles, storage and network transfers. Using
the model, we then evaluate cloud outsourcing end-to-end and derive
a threshold principle defining when outsourcing indeed is economi-
cally viable, i.e., when computing-related savings outweigh the costs
of networking. We then evaluate the footprints and types of applica-
tions most suited for cloud deployment.

2. Cost Models
To reach the granularity of compute cycles we explore first the cost

of running computing at different levels. We chose environments of
increasing size: home, small, mid-size and large size data centers.
The boundaries between these setups are often dynamic and the main
reason we’re using them is to help differentiate a set of key parame-
ters.

2.1 Levels
Home Users (H).We include this scenario as a baseline for a simple
home setup containing several computers. This could correspond to
individuals with spare time to maintain a small set of computers, or a
very small home-based enterprise with no staffing overheads.
Small Enterprises (S). We consider here any scenario involving an
infrastructure of up to 1000 servers run in-house in a commercial
enterprise. Small enterprises however can not afford custom hard-
ware, efficient power-distribution, and cooling or dedicated buildings
among others. More importantly, due to their nature, small enter-
prises cannot be run at high utilization as they would be usually under
the incidence of business cycles and its associated peak loads.
Mid-size Enterprises (M). We consider here setups of up to 10,000
servers, run by a corporation, often in its own dedicated data cen-
ter(s). They are not fully global, yet could feature severalcenters
across one or two time zones, allowing increased independence from
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Parameters H S M L
CPU utilization 5-8% 10-12% 15-20% 40-56%
server:admin ratio N.A. 100-140 140-200 800-1000
Space (sqft/month) N.A. $0.5 $0.5 $0.25
PUE N.A. 2-2.5 1.6-2 1.2-1.5

Figure 1: Sample key parameters.

local load cycles as well as the ability to handle daily peaksbetter by
shifting loads across timezones. All the above results ultimately in
increased utilization (20-25% est.) and overall efficiency.
Large Enterprises/Clouds (L). Clouds and large enterprises run
over 10,000 servers, cross multiple time-zones, often literally at a
global level, with large data centers distributed across all continents
and often in tens to hundreds of countries. Especially in cloud setups,
high speed networks allow global-wide distribution and integration
of load from thousands of individual points of load. This in turn
flattens the 24-hour overall load curve and allows for efficient peak
handling and comparably high utilization factors (50-60% est. [15]).
Cloud providers have the clout to ask vendors for custom designed
hardware and power supply components [15, 18]. Moreover, these
providers run the most efficient infrastructures, and oftenare at the
forefront of innovation. Finally, clouds have access to bulk-pricing
for network service from large ISPs, often one order of magnitude
cheaper than mid-size enterprises [15].

2.2 Factors
We now consider the cost factors that come into play across all of

the above levels. These can be divided into a set of inter-dependent
vectors, including: hardware (servers, networking gear),building
(floor space leasing), energy (running hardware and cooling), ser-
vice (administration, staffing, software maintenance), and network
service. Other breakdown layouts of these factors are possible [4].
Server Hardware. Hardware costs include servers, racks, power
equipment, network equipment, cooling equipment etc. We will dis-
cuss network equipment later. We note that these costs drop with
time, likely even by the time this goes to print. For example,while
many of the current documented mid-size deployments use single or
multi-CPU System-X blade servers at around $1-2000 each [17] and
large data centers deploy custom setups at about $3000 for 4 CPUs,
near-future developments could yield important changes. In one doc-
umented instance, e.g., Amazon is working with Rackable Systems to
deliver an under $700 AMD-based 6 CPU board dubbed CEMS (Co-
operative Expendable Micro-Slice Servers) V3. We will be conser-
vative and empirically assume home PC prices of around $750/CPU,
small and mid-size enterprise costs of around $1000/CPU (for 2 CPU
blades) and cloud-level costs of no more than $500/CPU.
Energy. Energy in data centers does not only include power, com-
puting and networking hardware but the entire support infrastructure,
including cooling, physical security, and overall facilities. A simple
rough way to infer power costs is by estimating the Power Usage Ef-
ficiency (PUE) of the data center. The PUE is a metric defined by
the GreenGrid Consortium to evaluate the energy efficiency of a data
center [13] (PUE = Total Power Usage / IT Equipment Power Us-
age). We will assume 1.2-1.5 PUE for large enterprises, 1.6-2 PUE
for mid-size enterprises and 2-2.5 for small enterprises [20]. Costs of
electricity are relatively uniform and documented [3].
Service. Evaluating the staffing requirements for data centers is
an extremely complex endeavor as it involves a number of compo-
nents such as software development and management, hardware re-
pair, maintenance of cooling, building, network and power services
[4].

Analytical approaches are challenged by the sparsity of available
relevant supporting data sets. We deployed a set of commonlyac-
cepted rule of thumb values that have been empirically developed
and validate well [16]: the server to administrator ratio varies from
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Figure 2: Impact of cost factors.

2:1 up to experimental 2500:1 values [16] due to different degrees of
automation and data management. In deployment, small to mid-size
data centers feature a ratio of 100-140:1 whereas cloud level centers
can go up to 1000:1 [12, 15].
Network Hardware. Internal network infrastructure costs can be
estimated by evaluating the number of required switches androuters.
The design of scalable large economy network topology with high
inter-node bandwidth for data centers is an ever ongoing research
problem [21]. We base our results on some of the latest state of the
art research, deploying fat tree interconnect structures.Fat trees have
been shown to offer significantly lower overall hardware costs with
good overall connectivity factors.
Floor Space. Floor space costs vary wildly, by location and use.
While office space can be had for up to tens of dollars/sqft/month in
Manhattan, data center space can be had at much lower rates, being
as low as $0.1/sqft/month [8, 9, 22]. While small to mid-sizeenter-
prises usually have data centers near their location (thus sometimes
incurring office-level pricing), large companies such as Google and
Microsoft tend to build data centers on owned land, in less populated
place where the per sqft price can be brought down much lower,often
amortized to zero over time [10, 19].

We also note that floor surface is directly related to power con-
sumption and cooling with designs supporting anywhere from40 to
250 watt/sqft [11]. Thus, the overall power requirements (driven by
CPUs) impact directly the required space.

3. Costs
Armed with knowledge of the above factors, we now estimate the

cost of basic computing primitives.

3.1 CPU Cycles

Symbol Definition
Ns, Nw number of servers,switches
α administrator: server ratio
β watt per sq ft
λs, λw server,switch price
λp, λf personnel,floor cost/sec
λe electricity price/(watt·sec)
µ CPU utilization
ν CPU frequency
τs, τw servers,switches lifespan (5 years)
wp, wi server power at peak,idle

Figure 3: Notations for (1).

We start by eval-
uating the amor-
tized dollar cost of
a CPU cycle in
equation (1). See
notations in Fig-
ure 3 and var-
ious setups’ pa-
rameters in Figure
1.

The results are
depicted in Figure
5, costs ranging

from 0.45 picocents/cycle in very large cloud settings all the way to
(S), the costliest environment, where a cycle costs up to 27 picocents
(1 US picocent = $1 × 10−14). We validate our results by exploring
the pricing of the main cloud providers (Figure 4). The prices lie sur-
prisingly close to each other and to our estimates, ranging from 0.93
to 2.36 picocents/cycle. The difference in cost is due to thefact that
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CycleCost =
Server + Energy + Service + Network + F loor

Total Cycles

=
λs · Ns/τs + (wp · µ + wi · (1 − µ)) · PUE · λe + Ns

α
· λp + λw · Nw/τw + λf ·

(wp·µ+wi·(1−µ))·PUE

β

µ · ν · Ns

(1)

these points include not only CPUs but also intra-cloud networking,
instance-specific disk storage and cloud providers’ profit.

3.2 Network Service

Provider Picocents
Amazon EC2 0.93 - 2.36
Google AppEngine up to 2.31
Microsoft Azure up to 1.96

Figure 4: CPU cycle costs.
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Figure 5: CPU cycle costs

Published numbers place
network service costs for
large data centers at around
$13/ Mbps/ month and for
mid-size setups at $95/
Mbps/ month [15] for
guaranteedbandwidth. Sim-
ilar pricing schemes have
been quoted to us by net-
work providers [6]. Home
user and small enterprise
pricing usually benefits
from economies of scale
and numbers are read-
ily available, e.g., Op-
timum Online provides
15/5 Mbps internet con-
nection for small business
starting at $44.9/month.
We note however that the

quoted bandwidth is not guaranteed and refers only to the hopcon-
necting the client to the provider. Figure 6 summarizes these costs.

H, S M L
monthly $44.90 $95 $13
bandwidth (d/u) 15/5 Mbps per 1Mbps per 1Mbps
dedicated No Yes Yes
picocent/bit 115/345 3665 500
Figure 6: Summarized network service costs [15, 23].

The end-to-end cost of network transfer includes the cost onboth
communicating parties and the CPU overheads of transferring a bit
from one application layer to another (a minimum about 20 CPUcy-
cles per 32 bit data). Moreover, for reliable networking (e.g., TCP/IP)
we need to also factor in the additional traffic and spent CPU cycles
(e.g., SYN, SYN/ACK, ACK, for connection establishment, ACKs
for sent data, window management, routing, re-transmissions, etc).
If we assume a 1% TCP re-transmission rate, 1 ACK packet for ev-
ery two data packets, it costs more than 900 picocents to transfer one
bit reliably in theS → L scenario. We summarize the per bit transfer
cost in other scenarios in Figure 8.

Per bit transfer cost
(H, S)→ Cloud 900
(M) → Cloud 4,500

Figure 8: Transfer costs.

Moreover, if the applications
are not optimized to fully uti-
lize payloads these costs could be
much higher, e.g., if only a 32 bit
value payload is sent, it would in-
cur upwards of 10,000 picocents
per bit.

3.3 Storage
Simply storing bits on disks has become truly cheap. Increased

hardware reliability (with mean time between failures rated routinely
above a million hours even for consumer markets) and economies
of scale resulted in extreme drops in the costs of disks. Figure 7
shows the costs of ownership and operation of a representative sam-
ple (by no means exhaustive) set of commonly available consumer-
level disks (numbers were obtained in November 2009 from numer-

ous online sources, including the disk vendors’ sites, price search
engines and independent online hardware discussion sites). Costs in-
corporate energy and amortized acquisition components. Energy is
dominating at 60-70% of the total cost. We note that actual observed
MTBF are often up to about 3.4 times lower than advertised [25]. We
considered this in computing the values in Figure 7.

In terms of amortized acquisition costs, the Seagate Barracuda pro-
vides the best price/hardware/MTBF ratio at 7.67 picocents/bit/year.
We observe that hardware constitutes only a small percentage of the
overall costs, e.g., for the Maxtor, the amortized hardwareacquisition
being only 12.16% of the overall ownership cost. And it holdsacross
all considered (H,S,M,L) levels due to the fact that the existence of
a critical mass of disk consumer level buyers results in economies of
scale pricing available for everybody.

This leads to the insight that, if storage power and maintenance
has been already factored in, then, for most scenarios direct storage
hardware costs are very small andcan be mostly ignored when eval-
uating network and CPU intensive protocols.Naturally this does not
hold if the main costs include long-term data at rest with little or no
computation and networking. But, as soon as data gets transferred or
processed, direct storage costs become negligible.

4. To Or Not To
The insights gained above in the costs of computation, network and

storage enable us to explore the viability of the outsourcing endeavor.
We start by noting that it is easy to find scenarios for which itdoes

not make sense to outsource to clouds from a strict cost-centricper-
spective. For example, the CPU cycle costs in Figure 5 immediately
show that it is not profitable to outsource personal workloads (H) to
small (S) enterprises (we denote thisH → S) as it would naturally
incur additional network bandwidth and CPU cycle costs are much
higher for (S).

Yet, what about the other options, {H → M , H → L, S → M ,
S → L, M → L}?

The answer in each of these cases is highly dependent on the type
of applications outsourced. Basically, there are three main services
the cloud provides: storage, networking and computation. The costs
of these three primitives behave differently across computing envi-
ronments of different scale, thus their outsourcing costs are different.
Often the relation between these primitives in a application deter-
mines its outsoucing saving. In the following, we explore applica-
tions of different types in two outsourcing scenarios (single-client
outsourcing and multi-client outsourcing).

4.1 Single-Client Model
One of the simplest computation outsourcing scenarios involves

clients shifting theirownCPU-intensive applications onto clouds, to
save costs. Laterthese same clients(or delegates thereof) will access
these cloud-hosted applications for their own use. An example of this
arelarge corporations considering migrating internal data centers to
clouds.

Naturally, this is feasible when the savings outweigh the outsourc-
ing overhead costs. In general, outsourcing a computation load from
environmenta to environmentb is economically justified when

Savings = Cycles × ca − Cycles × cb − Transa→b ≥ 0

⇔ Cycles ≥
Transa→b

ca − cb

(2)

whereCycles is the number of CPU cycles needed per bit data, and
cx denotes the CPU cycle cost for environmentX ∈ {H, S, M, L}.
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Disk cap. price Adj. MTBF amort. acq. power power2 power3 power cost total cost acq. % avg. seek avg. seek4 power5 read cost

(GB) (USD) (mil.hrs) (pcent/bit/yr) seek (W) idle (W) (W) (pcent/bit/yr) (pcent/bit/yr) time (ms) cost (pcents) read (W) (pcent/bit)

Maxtor Diamond Max 500 53 0.35 32.89 13.6 8.10 10.85 237.62 270.50 12.16 9.00 377542 11.16 0.03

Hitachi Deskstar 7k500 500 67 0.29 49.89 15 9.60 12.30 269.37 319.26 15.63 8.50 407953

Hitachi Ultrastar A7K1000 1024 153 0.35 46.36 14 9.00 11.50 122.97 169.33 27.38 8.20 417631

WD Caviar GP Low Power 1024 103 0.29 37.45 7.5 4.00 5.75 61.49 98.93 37.85 8.90 271994 7.40 0.02

Seagate Barracuda 7200.10 750 63 0.35 26.06 12.6 9.30 10.95 159.87 185.93 14.02 9.25 369615 13.00 0.06

WD Caviar SE16 500 62 N/A 8.77 8.40 8.59 188.01 9.90 8.77 0.04

Samsung SSD 32 269 0.29 3129.65 1 1.00 1.00 342.19 3471.83 90.14 1.70 47912 0.5 0.0017

Intel SSD X18-M 80 389 0.35 1508.59 0.15 0.06 0.11 14.37 1522.96 99.06 0.15 0.0002

Intel SSD X25-M 160 765 0.35 1483.38 0.15 0.06 0.11 7.19 1490.57 99.52 0.15 0.0002

Figure 7: Magnetic disk storage costs.

We call this thefirst minimal CPU-intensive requirement criterion
(we will also call this the “first outsourcing criterion”):

First outsourcing criterion:

For an application accessed mainly by clients in environ-
ment a, outsourcing it froma to another environmentb
is economically justified iff. its computation load exceeds
Transa→b

ca−cb
compute cycles per transferred input bit.

To illustrate, consider a 32 bit item in theS → L case. We know
from Section 3.2, that the cost of reliably transferring 32 bits can be
anywhere 28,000 and 320,000 picocents depending on the nature of
the connection and whether connection establishment costsare amor-
tized across multiple sends. For consistency, we disregardfor now
any application-specific costs, such as the existence of results and
their transfer costs. As a lower bound, we get

Cycles ≥
TransS→L

cS − cL

∈ (1000, 12000).

In other words,if the task at hand requires anywhere less than
1,000 CPU cycles (in the most optimized possible case) per 32bits
of input data, it is not profitable to outsource from a home setting to
a large cloud.

Moreover, 1, 000 turns out to also be a lower bound across all
outsourcing options as can be seen in Figure 9. ForH → L, we
have anywhere betweenCycles > 6400 andCycles > 71, 000.
For M → L, due to the much higher network costs of (M), 32 bit
transfers can cost anywhere between 144,000 and 1,615,000 pico-
cents, which results in anywhere betweenCycles > 96, 100 and
Cycles > 1, 070, 000.

Applications which are well suited in such CPU-intensive out-
sourcing may include highly scientific computations [24], which usu-
ally consume large amounts of CPU. We note that recently Math-
works seems to have tapped this niche, by adding a parallel toolbox
in Matlab which enables users to do parallel computing on theAma-
zon Elastic Compute Cloud [2].

We note that the aboveminimal CPU-intensive requirementcrite-
rion specifically refers to network costs that cannot be amortized over
multiple transactions, hence the wording “pertransferredinput bit”.
Yet, often applications involve significant amounts of already cloud-
hosted data inputs, and in such cases, the criterion simply refers to
any data that is transfered to/from the cloud.

Simple Storage.Overall, the CPU-intensive requirement of the cri-
terion suggests that purely storage-centric applicationsare not good
candidates for unified-client outsourcing in the cloud. This indeed
seems to hold for simple storage outsourcing in which a single data
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Figure 9: Cost savings of outsourcing per 32bit data fromS → L,
H → L, M → L with increasing application computation load.
The lower bounds on the numbers of CPU cycles needed to justify
cloud outsourcing are 1,000, 6,400, and 96,100 respectively.

customer places data remotely for future access. For theS → L
scenario, the amortized cost of storing a bit reliably either locally
or remotelyis under 9 picocents/month (including power). Network
transfer however, is of at least 900 picocents per accessed bit, a cost
that is not amortized and two orders of magnitude higher.

Thus, from a pure technological cost-centric point of view,it is
simply not effective to store data remotely. Depending on the appli-
cation network footprint,amortized outsourced storage costs can be
upwards of 2+ orders of magnitude higher than local storage.

Searchable Storage and Databases.Scenarios where outsourcing of
data becomes viable include any data processing mechanismsthat al-
low the amortization of networked data transfer over multiple queries
to the data set.

Consider for example a searchable outsourced database of sizen
which allows queries of certain search selectivitys (search results are
of sizen∗s∗Sr , whereSr is the size of a single result) to be submit-
ted. In this case, the intuition dictates that outsourcing is profitable
for a CPU-intensive search process (e.g., for a large database size)
and a high selectivity (very lows). For illustration, if searching in-
volves a binary index (O(log n) CPU cycles), and a comparison takes
Ccompare = 3 cycles, we have

Savings = log n × Ccompare × (ca − cb)

Costtrans = nsSrTransa→b,

and, for cost viability, we want

log n × Ccompare × (ca − cb) ≥ nsBTransa→b

⇔ s ≤
log n × Ccompare × (ca − cb)

nSrTransa→b
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In the S → L scenario, for a database ofn = 109 keywords and
Sr = 32 bits, this results ins ≤ 8.3 × 10−11. And s will be even
lower when database size grows.

4.2 Multi-Client Model
Yet, paradoxically, despite the above conclusion, storageoutsourc-

ing seems to be thriving. Just recently, Smugmug, a paid digital photo
sharing website, announced $1M savings a year by outsourcing stor-
age to Amazon S3 [1].

This can be explained as follows. The core storage costs coupled
with the lack of a intense-enough CPU load, indeed do not justify
outsourcing for a unified client scenario. Yet, web-based enterprises
such as Smugmug, by their very nature provide services to third party
clients and thus also require mechanisms to handle their clients’ re-
mote access, e.g., through often CPU-intensive web interfaces sup-
ported by web servers running on actual CPUs. This can increase
the per-bit CPU footprint significantly. Moreover, networkservice
pricing for mid-size enterprises can be up to one order of magnitude
higher than for clouds, as can be seen in Figure 6 – and in effect,
clouds can afford to also operate as an efficient content distribution
(CDN) service.

Overall, the case for cloud feasibility becomes more complicated
in multi-client scenarios. The outsourcing criterion needs to be up-
dated as a function also of the different network service deals of the
two environments. Then, outsourcing is economically tenable when

Cycles × ca − Cycles × cb + (Transc→a − Transc→b) ≥ 0
(3)

wherec is the environment from which the majority of client accesses
are coming to the outsourced application (Figure 10).

Then, the outsourcing criterion can be rewritten into a morecom-
plete (“second outsourcing criterion”) form as follows:

Second outsourcing criterion:

For an application that resides in environmenta, whose
accesses come mainly from clients in environmentc, out-
sourcing it froma to another environmentb is economically
justified iff.

its computation load exceedsTransc→b−Transc→a

ca−cb
com-

pute cycles per transferred input bit – forca ≥ cb and
Transc→a ≤ Transc→b, or,

its computation footprint is lower than
Transc→a−Transc→b

cb−ca
compute cycles per transferred

input bit – forca ≤ cb andTransc→a ≥ Transc→b

We can better understand equation (3) by detailing the following
four cases:

• (i) ca ≥ cb andTransc→a ≥ Transc→b, in this case, savings
are constantly positive, yielding noCPU intensive requirement;

• (ii) ca ≤ cb andTransc→a ≤ Transc→b,no savings can be
achieved (constantly negative);

• (iii) ca ≥ cb andTransc→a ≤ Transc→b, thenCycles ≥
Transc→b−Transc→a

ca−cb

• (iv) ca ≤ cb andTransc→a ≥ Transc→b, in this case,Cycles ≤
Transc→a−Transc→b

cb−ca
, this unusual case corresponds to anup-

per boundon the amount of computation an application can
have before outsourcing becomes counter-productive;

Note, that, given today’s cost points,outsourcing from smaller
scale to larger scale environments is always profitable(as can be seen
also in Figure 10) and falls into case (i) (except forH → S).
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Figure 10: Illustration of the cost savings of outsourcing per 32
bit of data from a ∈ {S, M} to b = L with c ∈ {S, M} – with
increasing computation load – according to equation (3) (corre-
sponding to the second outsourcing criterion). It can be seen that
for today’s pricing points, it is always economically desirable to
outsource to clouds when third party clients are involved.

However, for completeness, the equation also covers cases when
outsourcing occurs from larger to smaller scale environments, as in
(iv). One illustrative instance of this is a large enterprise placing
smaller data centers strategically closer to targeted clients. Although
CPU cycles will cost more in these smaller data centers, thiskind of
outsourcing can effectively take advantage of its associated network
proximity.

This illustrates another point of feasibility for clouds: content dis-
tribution for applications with numerous (often geographically dis-
persed) clients. This is not only profitable because of the better net-
work service deals that clouds get from major ISPs, but also due
to their on-demand scalability promise etc., which is outside of the
scope of this paper.

Amazon Microsoft Google
Data-in 1164 1164 1164
Data-out - first 10TB/mo 1979 1746 1396
next 40TB/mo 1513 1746 1396
next 100TB/mo 1280 1746 1396
next 150TB/mo 1164 1746 1396
intra-cloud/same region 0 0 0
intra-cloud/inter-region 116 N/A N/A

Figure 11: Inter- and intra-cloud network transfer pricing (pico-
cent).

For multi-client applications such as content distribution or data
processing, it is important to consider also intra-cloud communica-
tion as well as the actual profit-including pricing of bit transfers in/out
of clouds. For example, at the time of this writing, clouds charge
1164 picocents per incoming bit, roughly double than what they are
paying to ISPs. Figure 11 illustrates these pricing points.

5. Related Work
There are numerous discussions about economics in cloud comput-

ing online, e.g., J. Hamilton’s blog [14] provides in-depthanalysis of
cloud infrastructure cost and power efficiency. However, very few
papers have been published to systematically quantify the viability
of cloud computing. Here we discuss two technical reports related to
this topic.

Armbrust et al. [5] define the term “cloud computing”, and point
out three essential aspects: the illusion of infinite computing resources
available on demand, the elimination of an up-front commitment by
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its users, and the ability to pay for use of computing resources on a
short-term basis as needed. The paper also discusses basic cost con-
siderations for cloud deployment of a set of considered applications.

McKinsey [7] shows that cloud computing is most attractive for
small and medium sized enterprises, but there are significant hurdles
to its adoption by large enterprises; also, current offerings are not
cost effective compared to large enterprise data centers. They eval-
uate the Total Cost of Assets (TCA) of a typical data center1 at $45
per CPU equivalent – most EC2 options are comparatively costlier.
The main flaw of the report is the lack of accurate consideration of
network service costs (significant as we saw) as well as any ofthe
other important factors discussed above.

It is important to note also that the above reports consider retail
prices as a baseline for computing cost. In our paper, we showthat it
is important to explore deeper and isolate the technological discourse
from market fluctuations and other factors of the moment.

Furthermore, by just looking at the prices, we lose important in-
formation we need in quantifying viability. For example, cost break-
downs vary in the cloud and smaller environments – this makesa
difference when evaluating deployment feasibility of different appli-
cations (e.g., network vs. CPU vs. storage intensive applications).

6. Conclusion
We mused on the feasibility of cloud computing from a technolog-

ical cost-centric point of view. We started by giving a cost model for
computation, storage and networking in different environments. We
saw that CPU cycles cost no less than 0.45 picocents, a bit cannot be
transferred without paying at least 900 picocents, and stored a year
without a pocket setback of at least 100 picocents. We validated the
cost model with today’s pricing points of clouds.

We determine two “outsourcing criteria”, defining the boundary
condition of cloud migration viability. The “first outsourcing crite-
rion” considers unified client applications and postulatesthat, from
a technological cost-centric perspective, outsourcing them is prof-
itable for computation intensive tasks, specifically,when its (mostly
computation-related) cost savings are sufficient to offsetclient-cloud
network distances. This happens today for unified client applications
requiringno less than 1000 CPU cycles per each 32 bits of client-
cloud transferred input.

In the case of applications with third-party clients, the feasibility
equation changes dramatically. The “second outsourcing criterion”
postulates that,for today’s pricing points, it always makes sense to
outsource to larger scale environments!This is mainly because of the
dominating costs of networking, and the fact that in the unified client
model, the comparison baseline would not include any networking
costs (as the data would be accessed locally).

We investigated here only the purely cost-centric technological as-
pect of clouds, yet a large number of other enablers of cloud migra-
tion are to be considered including costs of opportunity, on-demand
pay-as-you-go scalability, transparency, increased availability and global
distribution, among others.
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